
feredik Origin of partinl diffe 
by+ ft hr dcz f and 2 2ezg 2hvg t} 4 2gt 2h =0 

Multiphing (2} bv s and (3) by and adding. ** have 

(m gt h 2hy)* ( * f 
* gt) (pr q)-0 

( hr2 * gxt) tcz hgr) (pr )=0. using (l) 
of 

whh is required partiai differential equation 
Sevrvond Pat Given urface i 

Dferentiating ($) partially wrt' and by turn, we get 

and ytq *t -
and 

Solving i6}) f p and . 

)y1)- 2ty+ y 2) -0. wsing 
Hence ( is a surface satisfying (4) 
E. aForm partial differential equations by eliminating arbitr ary conttants a 

he follow img relat icRs 
INagpur 1995; M.D.U. Rohti 

Nagpur 1996; Delhi Maths (C 

Sol (a) Given 

Differentiating (1) partially wrt 'r' and 'y', we get 

2td: àx)= 2x/a . (2) 2(d/dy)= 2y b 

From (2) and (3), prd. dx/p. 
Substituting these values of r and b' in (1), we get 

22 px y, which is the required partial differential equation 

2: = (ar+ y)}+ b (b) Given 
Differentiating (1) partially w.rt. r' and y', we get 

2p 2aa y) .. (2) 2q 2(a y) 

where p d:/dx and q=d:/dy. Dividing (2) by (3) yields plq = a. 

Substituting this value ofa in (3), we get 4 (p/4) x *y or px 
LAS I Eliminate a, b and c from : = ax + y) + b{x - y)+ abt + c 

alx + y)+ b{x - y) + abl c 
E. 

Sol. Given 
Differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. 'x', 'y' and "', we get 

d: /dr a+b (2) 

We have the identity: 

dz /dy= a -b .. (3) 

(a+ b- (a -b) = 4ab 

(d /àt)* - (d:/dy} = 4(d:/a), using (2), (3) and (4) 

Es.12. Form the partial differential equation by eliminating the arbitrary consia 

b from log (az - )»x ay b 

Sol (a) Given 

LA.S 

log (az - 1) = x * ay * b 

ad1 Differentiating () partially wt. '*', we get 
az-1 dr 

ada Differentiating (1) partially wr.t. 'y', we get 



az- so that

e values of az 1 a in (2), we have 
Putng 

Ehe 

atove 

valiue 

n.13 

imd a partial 

() partially with respect to r and y. we get 

dfferential eqwation by eliminating a, b, e. from ridI è=1 Bhopal 2004: Jabalpur 2000, 93, Jwaji 1000, Vikrsm 2m. 4 

,iffereti 
() 

. =0 

with respect to x and (3) with respect to y, we have 

0) 

. (4) 

- (a /x)x (dz /àr) 
neng this value of c in (4) and dividing by ar, we obtain 

or 

dx 
(7) 

smiarty, from (3) and (5), 

ferentiating (2) partially w.r.t. y, 

(dz /dr) (dz/dy)+ zld*:/àrdy)-0 (9 

8) and (9) are three possible forms of the required partial differential equations 

14 Find the partial differential equation of all planes which are at a constant dstonce 

he origin 
() 

Lt lx +my +nz = a 

Of the given plane where , m, n are direction colines of the nonmal to the plane so 

m+ = 1, I, m, n being parameters 

ating () partially w.r.t. 'r' and 'y, we have 

(2) 

(4) 
mnq-0, 

Substituting these 

dand q= d:/dy. From (3) and (4), / = - np and m 

we have n (p 
1)'* () 

(6) 

1)=1 so that 

and m 
ng- 

qp . 1) 
2 

PMpd+ 1) 2 
Values of I, m, n given by (5) and (6) in (1). we get 



Purtial 

differential f+ 1) -qy (p*+*1)2 px+ qy+ a (p + + 1, which is the required partial differentie 
Ex. 15. Show that the partial diferential equation obtained by eliminati 

Constants a and c fromz = ar + g(a) y + c. where g (a) is an arbitrary function 

A Or 

eouaion the of a, is free h 

variables x, y, z. 

Sol. Differentiating z = ax gla) y c partially w.rt. X and 'y' yieldsp Eliminating a between them leads to q= g{p) or flp. q) = 0, where J is an arbitrary fd 
4. CIearly. the resulting partial differential cquation contains p and q but none of the 

E. 16. Show that the partial differential equation ohtained by eliminagtin 
constants a and b from : = ar + by +f(a, b) is given by z = px + qy + Ap. q) 

Sol. Differentiating 
partially with respect to 'x' and 'y', we get Eliminating a and b from (1) and (2) yields Ex. 17. Form a partial differential equation by eliminating a, b and c fr4) ar+by+ c= 1. 

Tay funcluOm of 

varvables the urhitn, 
= ar+ by + f(a, b) 

and 
9 b z px qy Sp.a 

P = a 

the rela 
Mysore Ae a + by+ = 1. 

Sol. Given 

Differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. 'r' and 'y', we have 

.. (2) 2by+2cz (dz /dy) = 
2ar+2ez(/ax) =0 
Differentiating (2) partially w.r.t. y', we get 

z/ax) (oz/ôy)+ z(d':/dxay)= 0. 
0+2c(8/d) (dz/ax)+ z(8':/dydx=0 or 
since c is an arbitrary constant. (4) is the desired partial differential equation. Again, differentiating partially (2) w.rt. x and (3) w.r.t. y, we get 

2b+2cz/ðy) + z{®*z/dy )=0 
2a+2c{az/ax+ zz/d)} =0 (5) 

From (2), a=(z/x)x (0z/d«). Putting this in (5), we get 

-(cz/x)x (d: /dx) + c{dz/àx+z(8*:/àx=0 or a(@*:/à")+x{d:/àrf -zt/a)- 
:/ày)+ ydz/ày* -z(Oz/a)=0..: (4), (7) and (8) are three possible forms of the required partial differential equations 

EXERCISE 1 (A) 

Similarly, from (3) and (6), we get 

Eliminate the arbitrary constants indicated in brackets from the following equations z 

Ans. 0z/dr +8':/ar-o 

Jorm corresponding partial diferential equations. 

1.z = A e sin px, (p and A). 

Ans. d'z/ar =t 2. z= AeP cos px, (p and A) (Sagar 1999) 

Ans. x(0z/ax) + y{dt/ôy)= 3.2 = ax +by'; (a, b) 

Ans. z = (dz/dr) (et 0- 4. 4z [ax + (y/a) + b]; (a, b). 

Ans. x(0/dx2)+2xy0z/drðy)+ y'8:/or 5.z = ax + bxy + ey, (a, b,e) 

6.2= ax + by' + ab, (a, b) 

Ans.9xyz =6ry(dz/a«)+ 6x*y' (d=/ðy)+4z(d a 



b(a, b) 1.11 I{:-1} ar 

Ans. +2=2(: -
:ercntial equation of the tamily of spheres of radius 4 with centres on the ty- 

7. e 

8. 
Find 

the difl 

Ans. (x- y {0:/dx +(d:/dyy +1]= 16(d:/dr -d: dv pD.E of planes having equal x and y intercepts 9. Find the 
Find the partial. 

- y al differential equation of all spheres whose centres lie on z-axis. 

P plane 

the planey= 0. 

1. 
Find the partial diffe 

Ans. p y = 0- rential cquation of the family of spheres of radius 7 with centres on Ans. (p+f+ )«- y = 49 (p- 

rivation of partial differential equation by the elimination of arbitrar 
Ans. rq-yp =" 

from the equa the equation ¢(u, v) = 0, where u and vare functions of x, y and z. 

Rule I. Deri 

huncton f 

Meerut 1995 Proof. Given 

We 
as dependent variabie and x and y as independent variables so that 

o(u, v) = 0. 

dz/dy = q, 
de/dx = p. dy/ax = 0 

and dx dy = Differentiating (1) partially with respect to x, we get 

Similarly, differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. 'y', we get 

dul du 
Eliminating o with the help of (3) and (4), we get 

) 
du 

0 Pp + Qq = R, 

P= ou du du du 
ay dz dz dy 

=du d_du dv 
dx dz' 

Thus we obtain a linear partial differntial equation of first order and of first degree in p a 
Note. If the given equation between x, y, z contains two arbitrary functions, then in g 

where R du ddu do Ox dx dy dy dx 

their elimination gives rise to equations of higher order. 
1.12 SOLVED EXAMPLES BASED ON RULE II OF ART. 1.11. Ex. 1. Form a partial differential equation by eliminating the arbitrary function y+z, +y- 1)=0. What is the order of this partial differential equation ? 

Bilaspur 2003; Indore 2003; Jiwaji 2003; Vikra- Sol. Given oCr+ y+z, x +y - = 0. 
Let u = x+y +z and 



differei Origin of parlial differe. 

1.12 o(u, v) = 0. 

Then (1) becomes 

Differentiating (3) w.r.., 'r' partially, 
we get 

dU -2z, 
dy du 1. 

. 2x, d-2 
dx 

(do/uNI+ p) + 2(0%/dv\r -pz) = 0 

(do/duy(d0/ov) = -2(x -pzy(1+p). 

From (2). 

From (4) and (5), 

or 
Again, diferentiating (3) w.r.t.. 'y' partially, we get 

dw\ dy 

(doduX1 + g) 2(d0/dv)0'- z4) = 0, by (5) 
(p/duy(do/dv) 

= -20 - 4Y(1 * q) or 

or 

Eliminating ) from (6) and (7). we obtain 

(r-p:(1+p) = (y- q:V(1 + 4) 
or '*p - (r + zq =x -y, 

which is the desired partial differential equation of 

Ex. 2. Form a partial differential equation by eliminating the ar. 

equation r +y +z =/ + y +) 

(1+ qMx -pz) = (1 or 

rbitrary functum f 

Sol. Given x+y+z =fx +y+ ) 

Differentiating partially w.rt. 'r' and y', () gives 
+p= * +y+)(2x + 2zp) 
1+q=f'(r +y+#(2y+224). 

and 

Eliminatingf'( + +2) from (2) and (3), we obtain 

(1 +pY(2x + 2zp) = (1 + qV(2y + 2zq) 

-zp +(z -x)q = x-y, which is the required partial differential equations 

Ex. 3. Eliminate the arbirary functionsfand Ffrom y = flx - a)+ Flx +a). 

(1 +p) (y+ 24) = (1q) or 

or 

(Sagar 1997; Vikram 1995; Jabalpar 2 

y=fx - at) + F{x + a). 

oy/dx = f'"x - at) + F(x + al) 

dyld= f"t- al) + F"a + al). 

ayo=f'x - a).(-)+ F(* + at). (a) 
ylor=f"a - at). (-a) + F"(r + ar). (a 

d'ylor aU"t- ar) + F'r + a)).. 

(2) and (3) 

Sol. Given 

From (1), 

and hence 

Also, 
and hence 
or 

Then, 
dydP = ddyàr 

Ex. 4. Eliminate arbitrary function Jfrom 
Bilaspur 1996; Sagar 1996; Bangalore 

IMeerut (0z=*-) 
(i) z = f(r +y). 

Sol. () Given 

Differentiating (1) partially with respect to x and y, we get 

az/dx = f'x-y)x 2r 

and dr/6y=f't-) * (-2y) 

Eliminatings"(r* - y) between (2) and (3), we have 

S-) = (1/2r) » (d:/dr) 
S'-y) = - (1/2y) * (z 

so that 

so that 


